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FUNCTIONS SATISFYING ELEMENTARY RELATIONS

BY

MICHAEL F. SINGER

Abstract. In this paper we deal with the following problems: When do the

solutions of a collection of differential equations satisfy an elementary

relation, that is, when is there an equation of the form R = 0 where R is

some algebraic combination of logarithmic, exponential and algebraic func-

tions involving solutions of our differential equations? If such relations exist,

what can they look like? These problems are given an algebraic setting and

general forms for such relations are exhibited. With these, we are able to

show that certain classes of functions satisfy no elementary relations.

Introduction. The simplest case of determining when a solution of a

differential equation satisfies an elementary relation is that of the single

equation y' = o where a is an elementary function, that is, a function

expressible in terms of a finite number of algebraic operations, logarithms,

and exponentials. We are then asking, when does the integral y of a satisfy

some elementary relation (for example, exp(.y1/2) + z2 + (log(log y)) •

(exp zy) = 0)?

In [4], [5], Ritt answered this question by showing that if y satisfies an

elementary relation, it must then actually be elementary. This implies, for

example, that no elliptic integral satisfies an elementary relation.

In Theorem 1, we generalize this result to consider the collection of

equations y\ = a,,... ,y'„ — an where the a, are in some differential field K,

and show that if the solutionsyx,... ,yn satisfy an elementary relation (such

as^exptTT log.y2)) + z\y\ - 1)I/2 = 0), then there is some nontrivial linear

combination c,yx + • • • + c„yn, with the c,'s constant, which is elementary

with respect to K. With this result, we are able to show that certain classes of

integrals satisfy no elementary relations.

The next case to consider is that of a first order differential equation

F(z,y,y') = 0, where F is a polynomial in y and y' with coefficients in C(z).

This case was originally treated by Mordukhai-Boltovski [4]. He showed that

if a solution y of such an equation satisfies an elementary relation, then it

satisfies a relation of the form

c, logcpx(z,y) + • • • + cn \ogyn(z,y) + <p0(z,y) = 0,
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where the <p,'s are algebraic functions of z and y and the c,'s are constants.

This result will be generalized in Theorem 2 to include differential equations

of arbitrary order over arbitrary differential fields of characteristic zero.

This paper is divided into six sections. In §§1 and 2 we will take care of

some differential preliminaries leading up to a definition of elementary

relations. §3 contains a statement and proof of the Lemma which is the heart

of this paper. §§4 and 5 contain precise statements and proofs of Theorems 1

and 2. §6 contains comments about further generalizations of these results.

1. Generalized elementary extensions. Throughout this pa^er, all fields will

be of characteristic zero, Z will denote the integers, Q will denote the

rationals, and C will denote the complex numbers.

If £ is a field, a map £»: £ -> £ is called a derivation if D (a + b) = Da +

Db and D (ab) = (Da)b + a(Db) for all a, b in £. A differential field is a

field £ with a set of derivations ^D = {£»}. (Note: we do not assume that the

derivations commute.) A subfield Ac of £ which is closed under the deriva-

tions <% of £ is called a differential subfield. If c is in K and Dc = 0 for all £»

in ^, we say c is a constant of K. The set of constants can be seen to form a

differential subfield of K. If Ac is a differential subfield of K and u E K then

Ac<«> denotes the smallest differential subfield of K containing Ac and «.

Let £ be a differential field with derivations fy = {£»}, and Ac a differential

subfield. An element 9 in £ is said to be an elementary integral with respect to

Ac if there exist constants of Ac, a",,..., d„, and elements v, w,,..., un in Ac

such that

"      Du
D9=yidi —'- +Dv   for all D in 3).

i-1      "i

A nonzero element 9 in £ is said to be an exponential of an elementary integral

with respect to Ac if there exist constants of Ac, c,,..., c„, and elements v,

«,,..., u„ in Ac such that

D9      "     Du¡
-3- = 2jC¡-+Dv   for all Din 6D.
0      /-1     "t

A differential field K is said to be a generalized elementary extension of a

differential subfield Ac if: (1) Ac and £ have the same field of constants, and (2)

there exist differential intermediate fields Ac = K0 c • • • C K„ = K such that

K¡ = K¡_x(9¡) where each 9¡ is an elementary integral or an exponential of an

elementary integral or algebraic with respect to £,_,.

As usual, an element « in £ is said to be a logarithm {exponential) over Ac if

Du = —    ( —— = Dv)   for some u in Ac and all D in 6D.
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A differential field K is said to be an elementary extension of a differential

subfield k if: (1) K and k have the same field of constants, and (2) there exist

differential subfields k = K0 c ■ ■ • C K„ c K such that K¡ = Kt_x(0¡)

where 9¡ is a logarithm, exponential or algebraic with respect to Kt_x. An

element w of some big differential extension of k is said to be elementary with

respect to A: if it lies in an elementary extension of k. Note that we have

required elementary and generalized elementary extensions to have the same

constant field as the base field. This convention will hold throughout the

paper.

After all these definitions, some remarks are in order. First of all, a

logarithm is an elementary integral and an exponential is an exponential of

an elementary integral. Therefore, an elementary extension is a generalized

elementary extension.

Secondly, any generalized elementary extension of k lies in an elementary

extension of k. The main tool in showing this will be the following proposi-

tion whose statement and proof are very similar to Lemma 3.9 in [3], but

included here for convenience.

Proposition 1. Let K be a differential field of characteristic 0 with deriva-

tions ÖD. Let f be an element of a larger differential field with Z)£ in Kfor all D

in <>D. Assume there is no | in K such that DI-= DC for all D in tf). Then f is

transcendental over K and K(Ç) has the same field of constants as K.

Proof. Assume £ is algebraic over K and that X" + an_lX"~1 + • • • +

a0 is the minimal polynomial of f. Since f + an_1Sn~1 + • • • + a0 = 0, we

can apply any D in ^ and get

n(DW"-x + (Da^M"-1 +-0

so «Z)£ = — Dan_x i.e., -a„_x/n would be an element of K such that

D(—an_x/n) = Z>f for all D in <3D. This would be a contradiction.

Next I will show that K(j¡ > has no new constants. Assume an element of

the form />„£" + bn_xÇ"~l + ■ • • + b0 is a constant. For every D inty,

0=D(bnr + bn_xr»-1 + --- +b0)

= (Db„)r + (nbn(D$) + (Dbn_x))r~l + ....

So we have Dbn = nbn(D$) + Db„_x = 0. Therefore,

D$ = D(-(b„_x/nbn))   forallPinöD

which is a contradiction unless « = 0, i.e., unless our element was in K to

start with. Now assume we have a constant of the form f/g, where/and g are

polynomials in f in lowest terms and g is monic of degree bigger than or

equal to one. Then for any D in €),
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D(f/g) = (Dfg-fDg)/g2 = 0

so f/g = Df/Dg contradicting the fact that f/g is in lowest terms. This

completes the proof of the proposition.

This proposition can be used in the following way. Let £ be a differential

field and, for each D in <$, let aD be an element in K. Assume that there is no

£ in £ such that Z>£ = aD for each D in <5D. Let £(f) be a simple transcen-

dental extension of K and extend each £» in <3) to a derivation of £(f ) by

setting £»(£) = aD. Proposition 1 then assures us that £(£) = £<f> has the

same field of constants as K.

Instead of rigorously proving that each generalized elementary extension

lies in an elementary extension, I will work out one case, and then indicate

how one is to proceed. Hopefully, what is lost in rigor is gained in compre-

hensibility and clarity of notation.

Let us assume that £(17,, tj2, tj3) is a generalized elementary extension of K

where 17, is algebraic over K,

'      DV".,
Dt\z = 2 c, -77-= + DV2   for all D in <%

with U¡¿ and V in £(tj,) for 1 < i < / and

Dr],       *     DU:,
— = 2ldi-TTll+DV3   for all Z) in *D
^3      /-i     v,¿

with U¡¿ and V3 in £(t}„ r/j), 1 < / < Ac. Now consider the field £(tj„ t\2, Vi)-

Either this field contains an element i/*2 such that

DUfa = DUit2/ t/u   for all D in <$

or, as noted immediately following Proposition 1, we can adjoin such an

element without extending the field of constants. Similarly, we can adjoin, if

necessary, an element £/2>2 such that

£.y2*2 = Z)t/2>2/i/2i2

without extending the constants. Continuing in this way, we get a field

X(ri\> ̂ *2> • • • » Ufa) which is an elementary extension of K. Since the field

K(Vv 1h> 'b» ^*2> • • • » ̂ ¿2) was constructed to contain no new constants, the

elements ij2 and 2'. ,0,1^2 + V differ by a constant in K. Thus rj2 is in

^Oîi> U*2> • • • ' £/*,/)• Now, using Proposition 1 again, we can add, where

necessary, elements Ufa to £(17,, r¡2, tj3, Uf<2,..., Ufy without enlarging the

constants, such that

DU?3 - DU,j/ U0   for 1 < 1 < Ac and all D in <$.

^Oli» t^u.^/?2> ^*3> • • • > ̂ ?,3' ̂ 3) is an elementary extension of £, and

as we have seen, £(ij,, tj2, tj3) is a subfield. In general, given a generalized
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elementary extension of K, we would throw in enough logarithms to make it

into an elementary extension.

In particular, we can conclude that an elementary integral is elementary.

Conversely, Liouville's theorem [6], says that if K is a differential field with a

single derivation ', and.y is a member of some elementary extension of K with

y' in K, then y = v'0 + 2,n¡„xc¡v¡/v¡ for some elements v¡ in k and constants

c¡. Another way of saying this is: if an integral y of an element of K is

elementary, then y is an elementary integral (this, of course, was why

elementary integrals were so named). Since generalized elementary extensions

lie in elementary extensions, why did we introduce them? The answer is that

these extensions make the induction machinery in the proof of Lemma 1

work. If one considers the ordinary differential field k = C(z) with z' = 1 and

u =» it log z + \og(z + 1), then u is clearly elementary over C(z). One can

show (see below) that any elementary tower that contains u has at least

transcendence degree 2 over C(z). Using generalized elementary towers, we

can get away with a tower of transcendence degree 1 over C(z), since « is an

elementary integral. The proof of Lemma 1 proceeds by an induction on

transcendence degree and involves constructing new towers. The economy

offered by the notion of generalized elementary towers allows the induction

to go through. Hopefully, this will be clearer after one has read the proof.

Proposition 2. // K0 = C(z) C KXQ • • • Q Knis an elementary tower and

u is an element of K„ such that u' = ir/z + \/(z + 1), then the transcendence

degree of Kn over KQ is bigger than or equal to 2.

Proof. Assume not.

Case 1. Transcendence degree KJK0 = 0. In this case u would be alge-

braic over C(z), and so (trace «)' = n(ir/z + \/(z + 1)) for some « in Z.

This means that there would be a v in C(z) such that v' ■» tt/z + \/(z + 1).

This is impossible since if we take the partial fraction decomposition for v

and differentiate term by term, we could not get any terms of the form

l/(z + 1) or ir/z.

Case 2. Transcendence degree Kn/K0= 1. Here we will use some facts

concerning function fields of one variable, for which the reader is referred to

[2]. In this case, we can assume that there is a finite extension k of C(z) and

an element t in Kn, transcendental over k such that (i) t' = v'/v or (ii)

t'/t = v' for some v in k and such that u and / are algebraically dependent

over k. If (i) holds, we can apply the Kolchin-Ostrowski Theorem [1], which

states: Let F be a differential field with derivations [D] and let tj,, ..., i\n,

S,,..., £m be elements of an extension of F, having the same field of

constants, such that Dr¡¡ E F, !</<«, and £>£/£, G F, 1 < i < «, for

each D. If tj,.ij„, $u ..., ¡¡m are algebraically dependent over F, then
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there exists a nontrivial linear combination 2c,tj( of the tj/s with the c/s

constant, which lies in £ or 3px, ..., vm in Z, not all zero, s.t. HÇp E F.

Using this we see that there exist constants c, and c2 such that c,/ + c2u =

w is in Ac. This means that

c, — dz + c-,— dz + c7-r az = d.w.
1 o z z ¿ z + I

Note that the residue of u'/u dz at any place of £„ is an integer correspond-

ing to the order of v at that place, and that the residue of dw is always zero. If

c2 = 0, then v would be in C and so would /, so we can assume c2 ¥= 0. Let £,

be a place lying above (z)0 with ramification index p, and £2 a place lying

above (z + 1)0 with ramification index p2. Taking residues at £, and £2 we

see that there are integers n and m such that ncx + pxc2ir = 0 and mcx + p2c2

— 0. This would mean that it is rational, a contradiction. If (ii) holds, then by

the Kolchin-Ostrowski Theorem, we get that either « is in Ac or /"", for some

m, is in Ac. If the former holds, we are reduced to Case 1. If the latter holds,

we get a contradiction since / was assumed transcentental over Ac. This

finishes the proof of Proposition 2.

For further reference, we note here that if Ac is C(zx,..., zn) with deriva-

tions 3/3z,,..., 3/3zn, then an element of a generalized elementary exten-

sion of Ac is called an elementary function of « variables.

2. Elementary relations. Given an elementary function of n variables, we

want to be able to substitute certain functions for the variables. In this

section, I will give an algebraic formulation of this notion.

Let Ac c K be differential fields with derivations fy = {£»} and £ a

differential field with derivations A = {5}. Assume that Ac and £ have the

same field of constants denoted by 6. Let a be an element of K, which is

algebraic or an elementary integral or an exponential of an elementary

integral with respect to Ac, and rp an (algebraic) place from £ to £ with

valuation ring 0, such that rp restricted to 6 is the identity map. We say rp is

defined on a with respect to k if a is in 0 and either (a) a is algebraic over Ac or

(b) there exist elements Ux,..., U„, V in Ac n 0 with rp(i/() =£ 0 for 1 < / <

n and constants c,.cH in 6 such that

n        DUj

Da= £ Cj —fr +DV   for each D in <$
y=i     UJ

and

n       8(<p(Uj))
S (<p(a)) = 2 Cj —-— +8(<p( V))   for all Ô in A,

or (c) rp(a) ^ 0 and there exist elements Sx.S„, T in K n 0  with

<p(S¡) =£ 0 for 1 < / < n and constants dx,..., d„ in C such that
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n »        DS
— =*2tdi—L+DT   foreachöinöD,

and

8(<p(a))        »      8(<p(Sj))
,\     = 2 4      ,   /  +5(<P(n)   for each 5 in A.9(«) yTi'    ç>(Sy) m   "

Intuitively, this means that <p preserves the property of being an elementary

integral or exponential of an elementary integral.

Let K0 and L0 be differential fields with sets of derivatives fy = {D} and

A = {5}. Assume that the field of constants of K0 is the same as the field of

constants of L0 and call this field G. Let <p0 be a place of K0 onto L0 which is

the identity map on Q. Let K„ d Kn_, D • • • D K0 be a generalized elemen-

tary tower over AT0, where A) = K¡_x(i¡¡) and ¿„ D ¿„.| D • • • D L0 be a

generalized elementary tower over JL0 where L, = L,_ ,(0,). Let <p be a place of

Kn onto L„ with valuation ring 0 and S some subset of <$. We say that (Kn,

Ln, cp) defines an elementary relation for (K0, L0, <p0, $ ) if:

(1) <p restricted to K0 n 0 is <p0.

(2) For each ;', 1 < / < «, <p is defined on tj, with respect to K¡_x and

<p(Vi) = 9,.

(3) If a is some element of 0 such that <p(a) = 0 and D (a) = 0 for all Z) in

S, then a - 0.

(4) There exists an /? in 0, R =£ 0, such that y(R) = 0.

Let  us   see  what   these   conditions   intuitively  stand   for.   Let  KQ =

C(z,, . . . , zn)   with   derivations   9/3z,.3/^«   and    S   =

{9/3z2,..., 3/9zn}. Let <p0 represent substituting functions/,,... ,/„_i for

the variables z2,..., zn in K0. Then tp represents substituting/,, ...,/„_, for

z2,..., z„ in some collection of elementary functions of n variables. Condi-

tion 2 says that the differential structure of each of the generating functions tj,

is preserved. Condition 3 says that if a function a is independent of

z2.zn and a(zx, /,,... ,f„_x) — 0, then o = 0, which is clear since the

substitution could have no effect on a. Condition 4 says that there is some

elementary function R(zx, . . . , z„), not identically zero, such that

/?(z,,/,,...,/,_,) = 0, that is,/,,... ,/„_, satisfy an elementary relation.

Let us look at some formal examples:

(a) Let E be an ordinary differential field with derivation ', and K0 =

E(WX,..., Wn) with Wx,..., W„ n algebraically independent elements. We

can define derivations ^D = [D0, Dx,..., Dn) on K0 where D0 restricted to E

is ', D0(W¡) = 0 for 1 < / < «, Z),(£) = 0 for 1 < / < «, and D,(Wj)~ 1 if

i =/ and equals 0 otherwise. Let L0 - E(wx,..., w„) be an ordinary dif-

ferential extension of E with the same field of constants as E and s.t. w'¡ G E
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for 1 < i < n. Let rp0 be a place of K0 to L0 such that <p0(W¡) = w¡ and rp0

restricted to E is the identity map and let S ={£»,,..., D„}. We say that

the integrals wx.wn satisfy an elementary relation if there exists (£„, £„, rp)

which defines an elementary relation for (£0, £0, <p, £).

(b) Let.y be a function (in a suitable domain) such that>» — exp(.yz_I) = 0.

We then see that y' = y\zy - z2)-1. One can show that y cannot be

algebraic over C(z). Let £0 = C(z, y) be an ordinary differential field with a

derivation 8 such that 8z = 1 and by » y\zy - z2)-1. Let £0 = C(z, Y) be a

differential field with derivations öD = {Z>0, £>,} where £»0(C) = 0, £»0(z) = 1,

D0(Y) = 0 and £,(C) = 0, £»,(z) = 0, DX(Y) = 1. Let <p0 be an isomorphism

of £0 and £0 sending z to z and y to .y. Let £, = £0(exp( Yz " ')) and

£, = £0(exp(,yz~')) and rp a place extending <p0 such that rp(exp(Yz'1)) =

expCyz-1). Finally, let £ = Y - exp(yz-1) and & — {Dx}, then we can

conclude that (£,, £,, <p) defines an elementary relation for (£„> ¿o> <Po> Si-

There is one technical fact about elementary relations which I will need in

the proof of Lemma 1. If there exists a triple (£„, L„, rp) which defines an

elementary relation for some (£0, L& rp0, S) then there exists such a triple

where the ij/s used in building Kn satisfy the following property: if t\¡ is

transcendental over K¡_x then there exist elements v, vx,... ,v„ in 0 n £r_(

with <p(vk) =£ 0 for 1 < Ac < r and constants c,,..., cr such that either

'       Dvk
DVt = 2 ck-+ Dv   for all D in <$,

Jt-l V*

(a) ¿      «OK«*))

S<p(Vi) = 2 <*      ,   /  + 5 (rp(ü))   for all 5 in A,
*-i       <P(vk)

and cx.cr are linearly independent over Q; or

(b)

£»T7, ' £»t)t

—-=ytck—-+Dv   for all D in ty,
^      *-i      »*

-TT- - S ck +8 <p o     foraUSmA,
9>0W        *-i       'Pi1'*)

and 1, c,,..., cr are linearly independent over Q.

We will start with a triple (£„, L„, <p, S ) and show how at each stage we

can fix the tower so that it satisfies the above property. Assume that for some

/, with t)j transcendental over £)_,, there exist «,,..., un, v in 0 n K,_x with

<p(uk) 7*= 0 for each Ac, and cx,..., c„ constants, linearly dependent over Q

such that

Duk
£>V¡ = 2 ck—- +Dv   forallZHn <$

k-l        Uk

and
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" 5(<p(t/.))
«(<p(i,)) =S^-b^r + w fora118inA-

Suppose ¿r,,..., c, form a basis for the Q span of c,.c„. Say

crJt) = 2 — ci   for 1 < / < « - r,
i-l  'o

with each v0, Vy in Z. We get

*h- - s -  ,i,r—f-2 +z)t>

for all D in <$. Setting ü¿ » "*X+i * ' ' "«'""'> we Set

^,   <*  Dvk
Dti - V  _* —l +Z)u   for all Z> in 3).

*-i "o    o*

Then we can see that vk is in 0 n K¡_x and <p(uA) ¥= 0 for each &. The

other properties of (a) can also be easily checked.

Now suppose that for some /', with tj, transcendental over K¡_,, there exist

«,,..., un, u in 0 n Kj_x and cx,..., c„, constants, with 1, c,,..., c„

linearly dependent over Q, such that

¿H - 2 <"* —- + Z>w   for all £» in <$.
*-i      "a

Suppose 1, c,,..., cr form a basis for the Q span of cx,..., cn. Say

'   v.
c,r+J - — + 2i — C/   for 1 < j < «

.1 "o

with each j»0, j>¿, in Z. We get

i,>-+r • • • «„"*"-'    *r,c*  «*%Vi • • • «c--    "° "

for all D in 9. Letting r//1 - ij/X+'f1 ' ' ' K""'"' vk = «*XVi ' ' * ">""'
v = p0u we get

—¿-= 2 <*—-+Dv   forallDin^D.

Again we can see that uA is in 0 n A)_,, <p(ü¿) 7e 0 for each k, -n* is

transcendental over K¡_x and in the valuation ring of <p. Furthermore, tj, is

algebraic over K¡_x(r¡f). So we can rewrite our towers Kn and Ln to include tj?

(which now satisfies property (b) above) and <p(tj?).

3. Main lemma. In this section we will prove the following result, which will

be the main tool in proving the theorems discussed in the introduction.
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Lemma 1. If the quadruple (£0, £0, <p0, S) satisfies an elementary relation

defined by (£„, £„, rp) then there is an element R, R =£ 0 or 1, in the valuation

ring of rp such that rp is defined on R with respect to some algebraic extension E

of K0 and either R is an elementary integral with respect to E, in which case

rp(£) = 0 or R is an exponential of an elementary integral with respect to E, in

which case rp(£) = 1.

The proof relies on the following two propositions.

Proposition 3. Assume that (£„, £„, rp) defines an elementary relation for

(£0, £0, rp0, &). Let rj,. be the last element among the {tj,} such that tj, is

transcendental over Kj_x = K0(-qx, .... tj,_,). If there is no H in Kn, algebraic

over Kj_x, such that H ¥= 0 and <p(H) = 0, then q>(r0 is algebraic over

LJ_l = £0(rp(i),), ..., ç>(tj,-_j)). Conversely, if for some r¡k, transcendental over

Kk_x,we have <p(r¡k) algebraic over Lk_x, then there is an R, R =£ 0, in Kk such

that rp(£) - 0.

Proof. First, assume there is no H in Kn algebraic over £_, such that

q>(H) = 0 and H ¥= 0. Let £, £ ¥= 0, be an element of K„ such that rp(£) =

0. Since £ is algebraic over £„(17,,..., ijy) - Kjf let P(X) - anX" +-+

a0 be a polynomial of minimal degree over K} such that £(£) = 0. We can

assume that the a,'s are in 0, the valuation ring of rp. Since £(£) = 0 and

rp(£) = 0, we have rp(a0) = 0. Since the degree of £ is minimal, a0 ¥* 0, so we

can use a0 for our £. So now assume £ is in K}. Write £ = Rx/R2 with £,, £2

in Kj_x[y\j]. Our initial assumption on Kj_x implies £y_, c 0 and so £, and

£2 are in 0. Therefore, rp(£,) = 0 and £, ¥= 0. Let £, = bm-nf + • • • + ¿0

with each b¡ in £}_,. Since some b¡ is nonzero, we have rp(6(.) =?*= 0 for some 1.

Let P0(X) = <p(bm)Xm + • • • + rp(¿0). As we have just seen, this polynomial

is not identically zero. Since rp(£,) = 0, we have rp(£,) = P0(q>(T¡j)) = 0 so

<p(r/y) is algebraic over £,_,.

Conversely, assume that for some Ac, i¡k is not algebraic over Kk_x while

<p(t\k) is algebraic over Lk_x. Let S0(X) be a nonzero polynomial in Lk_x[X]

such that 50(rp(Tj.)) = 0. Let S(X) be a polynomial in Kk_x[X] whose

coefficients are mapped to the coefficients of S0. ^(tjJ^O since r¡k is

transcendental over £*_, while <p(S(7¡k)) = 0. £ = S(-qk) gives our desired £.

Proposition 4. Let k be a differential field and K a differential extension

field with the same constants as Ac, which is furthermore algebraic over k(t)for

some t in K. Suppose that c,,..., c„ are constants which are linearly indepen-

dent over Q and ux,..., un, v E K (ux =£ Ofor all i). Suppose further that for

each derivation D of Kwe have 2 c, Du¡/u¡ + Dvis in Ac. If for each derivation

D of K, we have Dt E Ac, then u,,. .., un are in k (the algebraic closure of k in

K) and v = ct + d, where c is a constant and d is in k. If for each D,
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Dt/t E k,_then we have v G k and there are v0, vx,..., vn in Z, v0 ¥> 0 s.t.

up/fiE kfor\ < i < «.

This proposition is proven in [8].

Proof of Lemma 1. The idea of the proof is very simple. Proposition 3 tells

us that (Kn, L„, <p) defines an elementary relation if and only if there is an tj,

transcendental over Äj_, such that (p(tj,) is algebraic over £,,_,. Proposition 4

tells us "how" it is algebraic over L,_, and allows us to construct an R of the

desired form. The proof proceeds by an induction on the transcendence

degree of Kn over K0.

If there exists an R in K„ such that R is algebraic over K0, R¥=0,

<p(R) = 0, then R satisfies the conclusion of the Lemma since it is an

elementary integral with respect to K0(R). In particular, if Kn is algebraic with

respect to K0, such an R exists.

Let the transcendence degree of Kn over K0 be 1. By the remark of the

preceding paragraph, we need only consider the case that there exists no R in

Kn with R algebraic over K0, R ¥= 0, <p(R) = 0. Therefore, by Proposition 3,

there is some tj,, transcendental over K0, such that tj, is an elementary integral

or exponential of an elementary integral with respect to some algebraic

extension E of K0 and <p(tj,) is algebraic over L0. If tj,. is an elementary

integral with respect to E, then Property 2 of elementary relations tells us that

<P(tj,) is an elementary integral with respect to <p(0 n E). Since «(tj,) is

algebraic over L0, and so over œ(0 n E), the Kolchin-Ostrowski Theorem

(with F = <p(Q n E)) tells us that <p(tj,) actually is in <p(0 n E). Pick A in E

such that <p(A) = <p(r¡¡) and let R = tj,. — A. R ¥= 0 or 1, for otherwise tj,

would be algebraic over K0. R is an elementary integral with respect to E and

<p(R) = 0 so R satisfies the conclusion of the Lemma. If tj, is an exponential

of an elementary integral with respect to E, then <p(tj,) is an exponential of an

elementary integral with respect to ç>(0 n E) and furthermore <p(tj,) ¥= 0.

Using the Kolchin-Ostrowski Theorem again, we can find an m ¥= 0 in Z such

that (p(rj,-)m is in <p(0 n E). Let A be an element of E such that tp(A) = œ(rj,.)

and let R = i)l"/A. R ¥= 0 or 1 for otherwise tj, would be algebraic over K0. R

is an exponential of an elementary integral with respect to E and <p(R) = 1.

to E and q>(R) = 1.

If the transcendence degree of Kn over K0 is > 2, we are going to show how

to find subtowers Kn of Kn and Ln of Ln such that when we restrict q> to K„ we

are still defining an elementary relation and such that the transcendence

degree of Kn over K0 is less than that of Kn over K0. Our induction hypothesis

will then give us our result. To do this it is sufficient to show the following:

Assume we are given:
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(1) £ and £ differential fields with sets of derivations ty and A, and a

subset $ of ^D ;

(2) generalized elementary extensions £(f „ a„ f2, a^, £(£„ /?„ £2, ßj of K

and £ such that:

(a) f i> f2 are algebraically independent over K,

(b) £ i is an elementary integral or an exponential of an elementary

integral over £, a, is algebraic over £(f,), f2 is an elementary integral or an

exponential of an elementary integral over £(£,, a,) and a2 is algebraic over

K(t\, a,, ¿y. £,, /?,, £2, /?2 play the same role with respect to £;

(3) a place rp, with valuation ring 0 such that rp(£) = £, and rp(a() = /?,

such that (£(£,, a,, £2, a^, £(£,, /?,, £2, /y, rp) defines an elementary relation

for (£, L, <p\K, S).

We then must be able to find elements 5,, f, â2 in £(?,, a,, f2, a^ and /?,,

£, j82 in £(£„ /?„ £2, ¿82) such that:

(1) 5, is algebraic over K, f is an elementary integral or exponential of an

elementary integral with respect to £(<*,), 52 algebraic over £(5,, f) and /?,,

£, /?2 play the same roles with respect to £, and

(2) (£(5,, f, &2), L(ß}, l, ß2), <p) defines an elementary relation for (£, £,

<p, S) where rp is the restriction of rp to £(<*,, f, ¿2).

Assuming we have shown that such a construction exists, we can take a

tower Kn such that the transcendence degree of Kn over £0 is > 2, let f, = tja,

£2 = ty (where t]k and tj,. are the last two tj/s to be algebraically independent

over £0(t7,, . . . , Tjt_,)), £ - £0(tj„ . . . , tj*..,). Pick a, such that

Kq^v ••-,%» oti) = Kq(tI\, • • • » Vj-i) and a2 such that £0(tj,, .... Tjy, o2) =

K„.   Let   £, = rp(Tj¿),   ßx = <p(ax),   £2 = rp(Tj,),   ß2 = <p(a2)   and   £ =

£0(rp(Tj,).<p(tj*_i))- Now apply the construction to find a tower of

smaller transcendence degree.

To proceed with the construction: Note that we can assume that if u ¥= 0 is

algebraic over £(£,), then u E 0 and <p(«) =£ 0. If u g 0 then w-1 would be

in 0 and <p(n-1) = 0. We could then take â, = 0, f = £,, a2 = «,/?, = 0,

£ = £, and ß2 = 0, and we would be done. If u E 0 and rp(«) = 0, we could

make the same choices and be done.

We now have four cases to consider, corresponding to £, and f2 being

elementary integrals or exponentials of elementary integrals.

Case I. Both f, and f2 are exponentials of elementary integrals. Say

DL „ DU: D£2 „ DS:

for some choice of Ux,..., Un, V E K and Sx,..., Sm, T in £(£,, a,) and

where (1, c,,..., c„}, {1, dx,... ,dm) are Q-linearly independent sets of

constants. Let u¡ = (p(U¡), v = y(V), s¡ = <p(S¡), t = rp(£). By our assump-

tions about <p, we have
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oil      ^     5w, 5|,      ^,     Ss,
-T-'^c,— +8v   and    -^ ~^d,—+8t

for all 5 G A. Since £2 is algebraic over /,(£,), 5£,/£, G L and S£2/£2 —

(S,d¡8s¡/si + 8t) = 0 E L, we can let the fc of Proposition 4 be L and the A of

Proposition 4 be L(£,, /?„ £2, /y and get that there exist v, v0, vx,..., vm E Z,

v ^ 0, s.t. £2/£í°> sf/íf1» • •., ^/lí" are all algebraic over L and / is

algebraic over L.

I claim that S'x/$[\ ..., S£/f,"", are all algebraic over K. Let i/,(AT) be the

minimum polynomial of s'/i{' in L[X]. Pull each H¡ back via 9 to a

polynomial H?(X) in A[X]. Then each element Hf(S" /tx) is algebraic over

K($x) and <p(Hf(S,'/S?)) - 0, so by the above remark H^Sf/S?) = 0 for
each /. Therefore, each Sf/Ç*1 is algebraic over A. Similarly one can show T

is algebraic over K.

Since our fields are all of characteristic 0, we can find 5, (by the primitive

element theorem) s.t. ¿, G 0 and K(T, Sf/f,'',..., S;/S?) = K(àx). Let
£ = Ç2/Ç\0', then f is an exponential of an elementary integral since

dï/î = d (£/f ,° )/ (r2y rr» ) = 2 4 D

Let 52 = 0 and /?, = <p(5,) (note that this implies that s'/if E L(ßx) since

everything algebraic over K(Ç,) is in 0 so if S'/S"' - 2y.0aJ/"'i witn eacn

¿/y G K, then i,'/!," - ç(S,/tf) = 2<p(a,)ß{). Let J - Ív2/Í\<> and & - 0. Let
ç> be the restriction of <p to A(â,, f) and 0 = 0 n K(äx, f). <p satisfies

conditions (1) through (3) of §2, as can be easily checked. Finally, f is

transcendental over K(äx) (otherwise f, and £2 would be algebraically depen-

dent), while ip(f) -\- láVÉí"0 is algebraic over L(ßx). Therefore, by the

second part of Proposition 3, there exists a R in K(áx, £) s.t. <p(R) = 0 and

DR¥>0.
The methods used in the next three cases are the same as those used in

Case 1.1 will therefore only outline the steps.

Case 2. Both £, and f2 are elementary integrals. Let

WiSci-jZ+DV,   D^-^-^+DT,

for all D in <$. Let

5^1 = 2^,-7+50,   8i2-24-T+&.
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for all 5 in A. We can assume again that £2 is algebraic over £(£[) and so by

Proposition 4, the s¡'s are algebraic over £ and £2 - / = c£, + d for some c (a

constant) and d algebraic over £. In the same manner as Case 1, we can show

that all the S¡'s are algebraic over K. Let à, be an element s.t. £(«,) =

K(SX.S„) and let f - £2 - c?, - T.

Di = 2di^--c2ci~~cDV

so fis an elementary integral over £(c¡¡,). Let /?, = rp(â,), £ = £2 - c£, - / =

d which is algebraic over £, so again we can get a £ in £(<*,, f ) s.t. rp(£) = 0

while £ # 0.
Case 3. f, is an exponential of an elementary integral and f2 is an

elementary integral. Let

^rL=2ci^r+DV,   D^^^d^+DT,

^-2^+fe     «,-24+*.
As before, we can assume £2 is algebraic over £(£,) and get, using Proposition

4, that s"/i[' and £2 — / are algebraic over £. This allows us to assume that

{S/Vf "'} are algebraic over K. Let àx be an element

S.t.K(S'i/rl\..., wr-) = K(âx), f = *(r2- r).

¿>(f) = 24   5,/^— (2",4JI ¿c,-^ +¿>m

so f is an elementary integral over K. Now proceed as above to get £, ßx, ß2,

I. Ç.
Case 4. f, is an elementary integral and f2 is an exponential of an

elementary integral. Let £tf, = 2c,.£t/,/i/,. + DV, £tf2/f2 = '2diDSi/Si +
DT. 5£,, 5£2 similarly. Proceeding as before, we get £2, {s¡} algebraic over £

and / = c£, + b, for some c, a constant and b algebraic over £. One can then

show that the S¡ and £ — cf, are algebraic over £. Let ô, be s.t. £(<*,) =

£(S„ ..., S„ T - c$) and f = fc.

= 2¿^ +*(2<^ +dk) + D(r- <*,).

So f2 is an exponential of an elementary integral over £(5,). Now proceed as

before to get £, /?,, ß2, £.
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4. Ritt's theorem: integrals satisfying elementary relations. In this section we

will prove

Theorem 1. Let E be an ordinary differential field, with derivation ', and

E(wx,... ,wn) a differential extension with the same field of constants, such

that w[ E E. If the integrals wx, . .. ,wn satisfy an elementary relation, then

some nontrivial linear combination with constant coefficients lies in an elemen-

tary extension of E.

Proof. Let K0, L0, <p0, <$ and S be as in example (a) of §2 and let (Km, Lm,

Kp) define an elementary relation for (K0, L0, <p0, S ). Let R be the element of

Km whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1. If R is algebraic over K&

taking G to be R or R - 1, we can assume <p(C7) = 0 and DG =£ 0 for some D

in &. Let H(X) « amXm + • • - + a0 be a minimal polynomial of G in

E[WX,..., W„][X]; then cp(H(G)) = (p(¿i0) = 0. By the minimality of H, we

know that a0 ^ 0. Let a0 = Fn(Wx,..., Wn) + • • • + F0 where the F/s are

forms of degree i over E, « > 1 and F„(WX,..., Wn) i* 0. Since y(a¿) =

F„(wx,..., wn) + • • • + F0, the w¡ are algebraically dependent over E.

Therefore, by the Kolchin-Ostrowski Theorem, we know some nontrivial

linear combination with constant coefficients is in E, and so satisfies the

conclusion of the theorem.

Now assume R is not algebraic over K0 and that DR/R = ^'¡.¿¡DUJU,

+ DVlot all D in 6D, where the U¡ and Fare algebraic over E(WX,..., Wn)

and (c,,... ,cn) are linearly independent over Q. Let <p({/() = «, and <p(K)

= v, then 0 = S'^c,«,/«, + v'. If we let k = E(wx,..., w„_x) and t = wn

and apply Proposition 4 to 2'_,c,m,/k, + t/ we get that «,,...,«„ are

algebraic over E(wx,.:., wn_x) and v = fl„wn + ô„ where a„ is a constant

and bn is algebraic over E(wx,..., wn_x). Applying this proposition to

2'_,c(w;/h,. + b'n= - anw'„ E E, where k is now £(w„ ..., w,,.^, / =

wn_,, we get the w, algebraic over E(wx,..., wn_2) and bn = ¿i,,.,*',,., +

è„_, with a„_, a constant and ô„_, algebraic over E(wx,... ,wn_2). Continu-

ing in this way, we get that there exist constants ax,... ,an such that

axw\ + • • • + anw'n = 2c,«,'/m,- + b' where the u¡ and b are algebraic over E.

If some ¿z, is nonzero then we have a nontrivial linear combination of the w¡,

with constant coefficients, which is an elementary integral and therefore lies

in an elementary extension of E. If all the a,'s are 0, we will get a contradic-

tion. All the ¿z,'s being zero implies v is algebraic over E. For each / let H,(X)

be a polynomial in E[X] such that H¡(u¡) = 0 and H(X) a polynomial in

E[X] such that H(v) = 0. <p is an isomorphism on E, so <p(H¡(U¡)) =

<p(H(V)) = 0 for each /. If H¡(U^ =£ 0 for some / or H(V) ¥= 0, then we

would be reduced to the case where we have a. G ¥=0 algebraic over K0 such

that (p(G) = 0, and this was treated above. Therefore H¡(U¡) = 0 for all / and
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H(V) = 0, and so the U¡ and V are algebraic over £. Since £»(£) = 0 for all

D in S, we get, for all D in &, D ( U¡) = 0 for all i and £ ( V) = 0. Therefore

D(R) = 0 for all D in S. Since <p(£) = 1, Property 3 of elementary relations,

applied to £ - 1 tells us that £ = 1, a contradiction. If £ is an elementary

integral with respect to £, the proof is the same.

We have actually shown more than the theorem stated above. We have

shown that if wx,..., wn satisfy an elementary relation, then there exist

constants c,,..., c„, not all zero, constants dx,. : ., d, and elements

«,,..., u„, v, algebraic over £ such that

'      u\
cxw\ + • • • + c„w'n = 2 d,— +v'.

/-I    Mi

Taking the trace of both sides of the equation, with respect to £, we get, for

some integer n,

4,        (u¡\
n(cxw\ + • • • + cnw'n) = 2j d¡ Trace! — j + Trace v'

/-i V ui J

i      (Norm u,)'
- 2 d, ̂ g-- + (Trace v)'

i»i      Norm u¡       v '

since any algebraic automorphism is automatically a differential automor-

phism. Therefore, we can conclude that if w,,..., wn satisfy an elementary

relation, there are constants c,,..., c„, not all zero, constants dx,..., d¡, and

elements ux,..., u„, o in £ such that

/ K

i-i   ui

This fact also follows from Liouville's Theorem and will be useful in comput-

ing examples.

I now want to make the connection between the above theorem and the

theorem that Ritt actually proved. Ritt restricted himself to considering

integrals of elementary functions. Let/(z) be such a function and assume that

we have restricted its domain © c C s.t. / and the ancillary functions used to

define the elementary tower to which / belongs, are analytic in ©. In this case

//(/) dt is an analytic function. Let its graph in © X C be denoted by 911.

Ritt's theorem says: If, at each point of an uncountable subset of 91L, an

elementary function of two variables F(w, z) not identically 0 on © X C

either assumes the value zero or has a singularity, then // dt is an elementary

function of z. Assuming one has such a function, Ritt shows [4, pp. 87-92]

that we can assume we have the following situation: There is a region

©' c C2 and an elementary tower Kn d • • • D K0 ■* C(z, w) s.t. (1) K¡ =

Ki-idli) where tj, is analytic in ©' and is either a logarithm, exponential or
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algebraic over £}_,, (2) there is an £ in K„ s.t. 3£/3w ¥= 0 and £ is zero on

•SU n ©' (which is still uncountable). We can translate this into our algebraic

language in the following way. Let us first assume that {£„} is a tower

minimal with respect to having the properties stated above. Let Ac =

C(z, w)</>-the smallest differential! field containing ! C(z, w) and /. Let

£q = Ac and K* — £,*-iC>li)- #* is a field of functions of two variables

meromorphic in ©'. If G E £*, the set of points, £(G), where G is infinite or

undefined is a subvariety of complex dimension 1 [2a, p. 247]. Since 911 is the

graph of an analytic function, it is an irreducible variety, also of dimension 1,

and so P(G) n (911 D ©') is either a finite set of points or all of 9H n ©'

[2a]. Let 0 = {G|G is defined and finite at some point of 9H n ©'} and let

/ = {G E 0 \G(x) = 0 for all x E 911 n ©' for which G is defined}. Using

the above, we see that 0 is a valuation ring with maximal ideal equal to /.

Define rp on 0 as rp(G(z, w)) = G(z, w(z)) where w(z) = //(z) dz. This maps

0 onto a field of meromorphic functions on © c C. Consider the tower of

fields

L„ - 4-.(<PW) D • • • D ¿, = £o(tp(Ti,)) D £0

= C(z)</(z), w(z)>.

L„ is a differential field. Each tj, is an exponential or logarithm or algebraic

with respect to £,*_,. If tj( = ef,('-w) then/(z, w) E 0, for otherwise/-' would

be in the maximal ideal of 0 and we would have an elementary relation in a

smaller tower. Similarly, we can check out the other properties rp must have.

Since there is an £ in K* s.t. F is zero on ©' n 911, we have rp(£) = 0, so(£*,

£„, <p) is an elementary relation for (C(z, w)</>, C(z)</, w(z)>, rp, {3/3w}).

We therefore see that Ritt's theorem is a special case of Theorem 1.

Finally, I want to consider some applications of Theorem 1.

(a) Elliptic integrals. Let C(z,yx, ... ,yn) be an algebraic extension of C(z),

where for each i, yf = /(z), a cubic polynomial with no repeated roots.

Consider this field as a differential field with derivation ' s.t. z' — \. Assume

further that

[C(z,yx,... ,y„): C(z,yx, ...,yt,... ,y„)] - 2   for all /.

1 will show that in this case, the elliptic integrals fl/yx dz,..., fl/yn dz

satisfy no elementary relation.

In particular, if the /'s have no common roots, the corresponding integrals

satisfy no elementary relation. We will again use some facts about function

fields of one variable, for which we refer to [2]. First, let C c £ C £, where

£, £ are function fields of one variable over their common field of constants

C, and [£: £] < oo. If z and.y are elements of £ and.y dz is a differential of

the first kind with respect to £, then.y dz is a differential of the first kind with
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respect to E (one needs only to expand in local coordinates to check this out).

In particular, {z/y,} are differentials of the first kind in C(z, yx,... ,y„).

Now assume {fdz/y¡} satisfy an elementary relation. Then by Theorem 1, we

could find ux,...,un, v E C(z, yx,... ,yn) and constants {c¡}, {d¡} s.t.

\/yx + 2?_2c,/.y,. = IdjU'JUj + v'. Referring to the discussion at the end of

§2, we can assume the ¿^'s are linearly independent over Q. Let F be a zero of

some u¡. Taking residues at P, and noting that Resp(dz/yx + ^¡dz/y) = 0

= ResP(ü' dz) and that ResP(u¡/u¡ dz) G Z, we see that each d¡ = 0. There-

fore,

1/Vi + 2 c,/y, - V.
i-2

Let v = Ax + A2yx with AX,A2E C(z,y2, ... ,yn). Then

i "      1 M*)

or

A2y2 + (A\-2c,±)yl + (A2^-l)-0.

Since .yf - /,(z) is the minimum polynomial of yx over C(z,y2,.. . ,yn), we

get A\ - J*c,/y, = 0. Therefore, \/yx = u', v in C(z,7,,... ,yn). Taking the

trace, with respect to C(z, yx), of both sides of this equation, we see that we

can assume \/yx = v' with v in C(z,yx). This would contradict the fact that

\/yx does not have an elementary integral [4, p. 36].

(b) Integrals of the form // exp(g). Let /,,... ,/„, g,,..., g„ be algebraic

over C(z) and assume g¡ - g} G C for i ¥= j. The integrals

j7iexp(g,),..., J/„exp(gn),

satisfy some elementary relation if and only if some //. exp(g,) is elementary.

This follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the following theorem of

Liouville (Ritt [4, p. 49]): Let w = /, exp(g,) + • • • + //exp(gn) with/, and

g, as above, w has an elementary integral if and only if each/ exp(g,.) has an

elementary integral.

(c) Inverses of integrals. For completeness, we give this application due to

Ritt. If a function satisfies an elementary relation, then so does its inverse.

Therefore, if the inverse function of an integral satisfies an elementary

relation, the integral is elementary. This shows, in particular, that elliptic

functions are not elementary.

5. Mordukhai-Boltovski's Theorem: solutions of differential equations satis-

fying elementary relations. Let k be a differential field with derivations

A = {5} and constant subfield S. Let L0 = k(xx,..., xn, ax,..., am) be a
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differential extension of Ac, with the same constants, where {xx,..., xn) is a

transcendence base for £0 over Ac and each a, is algebraic over k(xx,..., x„).

Now define a new field K0 = k(Xx,..., Xn, Ax,..., Am) which is isomor-

phic to £0 under the map rp0 induced by sending X¡ to x¡ and A¡ to a,. We can

define derivations on £0 as follows:

(1) For each 5 in A, define a derivation D on £0 which agrees with 8 on Ac

and such that D(X¡) = 0 for 1 < i < n.

(2) For each X¡ define a derivation £», so that D¡ = 0 on Ac and D^Xj) = 1 if

i = j and 0 otherwise.

Let ^ be the set of derivations of the above two types and consider £0 as a

differential field with derivations tf). The field of constants of £0 is precisely

Q. To see this, first note that the field of constants of k(Xx,..., X„) with

respect to the derivations <3) must be G. Since any constant c of £0 is

algebraic over k(Xx.Xn), c must be algebraic over Q. Therefore rp0(c)

must be algebraic over 6, and therefore a constant in £0. Thus we can

conclude rp0(c) is in 6 and, since <p0 is an isomorphism which is the identity

map on 6, c is in 6.

Let & = {£»,,..., £»„} = the set of derivations of the second type. In

what follows (£0, L0, <p0, &) will always be of the type described above.

Before proceeding, we wish to modify our notion of elementary relation.

(Km, Lm, rp) is said to define a good elementary relation for (£0, £0, rp, & ) if

(Km, Lm, tp) defines an elementary relation for (£0, £0, rp, &) and rp has the

additional property that given any 8 in A, u in £m, and assuming that «,

£»,(«).Dn(u) and D(u) are in the valuation ring of rp, where D corre-

sponds to 8 as in (1) above, then

8(<p(u)) = 2 <P(A("))S(<P(*,)) + <p(D(u)).

This equation is just the formal analogue of the chain rule.

Theorem 2. Let (K0, L0, rp0, S) be as described above. If there exists a

good elementary relation for this quadruple, then there is a triple (£„, £„, rp)

which defines an elementary relation for (£0, £0, rp0, $ ) and an tj in Kn such

that rp is defined on tj, with respect to some algebraic extension K of K0,

rp(Tj) = 0 and tj is an elementary integral with respect to K0.

Proof. Let (£„, £„, rp) define a good elementary relation for (£0, £0, rp0,

£). If there is an £ in £„, £ ¥= 0, algebraic over £0 s.t. rp(£) = 0, we are

done, since £ is then automatically an elementary integral with respect to an

algebraic extension of £0. Therefore we can assume that there is no such £

and thus that <p is an isomorphism on any subfield of Kn which is algebraic
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over K0. Let tj G Kn be an element satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 1. If tj

is an elementary integral with respect to some algebraic extension of KQ, we

are again done. If tj is an exponential of an elementary integral and not

algebraic over K0, we will want to add a new element, corresponding to log tj,

to our tower and define a new place œ such that <p(log tj) = 0.

More precisely, let K be the algebraic extension of KQ containing the

elements Ux,..., Uk, V where Dtj/tj = "2},mlc,DU,/ U¡ + DV. We want to

adjoin a new element tj to AT such that Z>rj = Dtj/tj for all D in 60. In order

to get such an element, we will use Proposition 1, so first we must show that

there is no £ in K such that ¿>£ = Ptj/tj. Assume that there is such an

element. Then using the fact that <p comes from a good elementary relation,

we have

5(<P(0) = 2 <P(A©)5(<P(*,)) + 9(D(i))
/-1

= 5(<p(tj))/<p(tj) = 0   since<p(tj) - 1.

Therefore ç>(£) is a constant. By our above remarks, £ is a constant, since <p

is an isomorphism on K and maps the constants of K onto the constants of

L0. Since D£ = Dt\/t\, we get that tj is a constant and so is in K. This

contradicts the fact that tj was assumed to be transcendental over K0.

Therefore, using the discussion following Proposition 1, we can adjoin a

transcendental element tj to K, make K(-q) into a differential field by letting

Dr¡ = %_xc¡DU¡/U¡ + DV for all D in <% and still be assured that we have

not added new constants, ç is an isomorphism on Kq, and so is an isomor-

phism on the algebraic extension K. We can extend ç to a place <p on K(r¡) by

setting «(tj) = 0.1 now claim that (K(r¡), L, cp) define the desired elementary

relation, where L = <p(K). Property 1 is immediate. To check property 2, we

need only check that «p is defined on tj, but this follows from the fact that

Z>tj ■ -Dtj/tj, <p(rj) = 0 and <p is defined on fj. To check property 3, let a be in

ÄT(tj) such that (p(a) = 0 and Da = 0 for all D in S. Since <p(a) = 0, we can

write a = f/g where/= Ti"(ami\m + • • • + a0) and g = bmr\m + • • • + bQ

where n > 1, the ¿?,'s and 6,'s are in K and a0b0 j= 0. Since Da - 0, gDf -

fDg = 0 for all D in $. The term of lowest degree in this last expression is

(a0b0DT\)rin~x, so aQb0Dt) = 0. Therefore, D-q = 0 for all D in S. This

contradicts the fact that Dt) = Dtj/tj and Dtj ^ 0 for some D in &. The R

that satisfies property 4 is just tj.

Corollary. Let C(z) be the field of rational functions over C with the usual

derivation, ', where z' = 1 and let y be a solution of the differential equation
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/(z, y, y') = 0, where f is a polynomial of degree > 1 in y and y' with

coefficients in C(z). If there exists a nonzero elementary function g of two

variables such that g(z, y) = 0, then there exist nonzero algebraic functions of

two variables, V, Ux,. . ., U, and complex numbers cx, ..., c, such that

l

V(z,y) + 2cilogUi(z,y) = 0.
i-l

Proof. Let Ac = C(z), L0 = k(y, y') and A = {'}. £0 is closed under the

derivation ' (to see that £0 contains./', just differentiate f(z,y,y') = 0 and

solve for.y" in terms of lower order derivatives of y). We can assume that>> is

not algebraic over Ac, otherwise we could find a polynomial V with

coefficients in C such that V(z, y) = 0. Letting / = 0, we would have the

conclusion of the corollary. Now let K0 = k(w, wx) be a field isomorphic to

£0 under the map rp0: £0 -» £0 with (p0(w) = y and <p0(wx) = y', and turn £0

into a differential field as in the first paragraph of this section. Now we

proceed as in §4. We can find a region © in C such that y and all its

derivatives are analytic in ©. Let 9H be the collection of points (z,y(z)) in C2

with z in ©. We can find a region ©' in C2 and an elementary tower

K„D • ' • D K0 such that (1) K¡ = £j_i(tj,), where tj, is analytic in ©' and is

either a logarithm, exponential or algebraic over £)_,, (2) there is an £, not

identically zero, in K„ such that £ is zero on 91L n ©'. We can further assume

that {£)} is a minimal tower having properties (1) and (2). Let 0 = (G E

£„|G is defined and finite at some point of 91L n ©'}. This is a valuation ring

as before. Define <pon 0 as rp(G(z, w)) ■» G(z,y(z)). This maps 0 onto a

field of meromorphic functions on ©' c C. The tower {£,} is defined as the

image of {£„}. (£„, £„, q>) then defines an elementary relation for (£0, £0, <p0,

{3/3h»}). Since rp just substitutes y for w, we see that (Kn, £„, rp) defines a

good elementary relation. Now applying Theorem 2, we reach the desired

conclusion. This corollary was originally proven by Mordukhai-Boltovski [4].

6. Final comments. (I) One would like to generalize Theorem 1 to include

exponentials of integrals in the same way that the Kolchin-Ostrowski Theo-

rem does. In particular, if £ is a differential field with derivations {£»} and

£,.£m are elements in some differential extension such that £»£,/?, £ £

for each £» and such that {lt..., Çm satisfy an elementary relation, do there

exist integers vx.vm, not all zero, such that 117-1¿7' is elementary over F1

The answer is no. Let w = / exp(-ct2). It is known [6], that this is not an

elementary integral over C(x, exp(;c2)). Let £, = exp w, £2 = exp(mv), f, and

S2 satisfy the elementary relation f2 - exp(w log £,) = 0. If Stfj* were

elementary, then (vl + mv^l exp(- x2) would be elementary. Therefore vx —

v2 = 0.
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(II) Theorem 1 says that if an integral satisfies an elementary relation, then

it is elementary. This is not true for solutions of first order differential

equations. Let y be a function such that.y - expCyx-1) = 0. Liouville showed

that this equation does not have Liouvillian solutions (see [7]), much less

elementary ones. Yet, we have seen in example (b) of §2, that this function

satisfies a first order differential equation and an elementary relation. So in

some sense Theorem 2 and its corollary are the best one could hope for.

(III) Lemma 1 has been used in [9] to deal with elementary solutions of

differential equations. In particular, we showed the following theorem for the

case n = 1 : Let £ be a differential extension of a differential field k which is

of transcendence degree n. If E lies in a generalized elementary extension of

k, then E lies in a generalized elementary extension of transcendence degree n

over k. A more direct proof of the full theorem will appear soon.
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